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Drug Classes and Class Effects
*almost all of the ... drugs currently available can be arranged in about 70 groups* "many drugs within each group are very similar..." Katzung 2012

Drug groups also referred to as drug classes

Extrapolation of knowledge from one class member to another has become increasingly common, a concept of so called class effects

Class Effects Definition?
• FDA Class Labeling (cited by Furberg)
  "all products within a class are assumed to be closely related in chemical structure, pharmacology, therapeutic activity, and adverse reactions"
• Furberg
  "Since the concept of "class effect" is a term of convenience... untested drugs of a "class" should be considered to be unproven drugs"
**Drug Sub-Classes**

**A Science Based Hierarchy**

- **Chemical**
  - According to shared chemical structure; for example, sulphonylureas or phenothiazines

- **Mechanism**
  - According to a shared mechanism of action; for example, beta adrenoceptor blockers or ACE inhibitors

- **Genotype**
  - According to a shared genotype; for example, HLAB association with severe skin reactions (*1501 carbamazepine, *5801 allopurinol, phenytoin *1502)

- **Biomarker**
  - According to a shared action on a common biomarker; for example, hypolipidaemics or hypoglycaemic agents.

- **Outcome**
  - According to the production of a shared clinical outcome; for example, reduction of mortality from ischaemic heart disease

**Class Effects and Sub-Classes**

- **Class Effects** are observed ‘within a sub-class’ and used for **prediction** of ‘out of sub-class’ effects

- ‘Out of sub-class’ effects are an expression of an **expectation** rather than a statement of what is known

- ‘Out of sub-class’ **extrapolations** are the cause of class effect controversy

**Learners and Confirmers**

- **Learners** don’t know the answers but want to find them out (clinical pharmacology)
  - Class effects are useful

- **Confirmers** want proof and dismiss partial answers (evidence based medicine)
  - Class effects are not useful

Class Effect Perspective I

- Basic Drug Development
  - Chemical sub-classes support a basic tenet of medicinal chemistry that shared action is based on some measure of shared structure.
- Pharmacological
  - Pharmacologists tend to be more concerned with mechanism sub-classes, for example HMG-CoA reductase inhibition, as this focuses on explanation and quantification of activity and helps lead towards treatment models and rational approaches to therapeutic decision making.
- Regulatory
  - Regulatory agencies utilize the concepts of biomarker and outcome sub-classes. Drugs are registered whenever possible based upon proven clinical outcomes - that is, membership of a particular outcome sub-class. If such outcome data is unavailable drugs may be registered on the basis of biomarkers used as "surrogate endpoints".
- Medical
  - Doctors and patients may be more attracted to classification into outcome sub-classes, for example medicines that help reduce cardiovascular events in diabetes, as these focus on different treatment options and are clearly of more relevance to the end user than mechanism or biomarker considerations.

Class Effect Perspective II

- Drug Funder
  - Drug funding organisations use ad hoc concepts of class effects, along with various other arguments, financial and political, depending on the particular approach used for benchmarking or controlling prices e.g. reference pricing and drug interchangeability.
- Pharmaceutical Company
  - Companies that have outcome data will claim that drugs belonging to the same mechanism sub-class, or the same biomarker sub-class do not have the same clinical outcome.
  - But if they have other drugs that share a common mechanism of action and/or a common biomarker they will promote outcomes.
- Educational
  - In some regards the student of pharmacology has the least contentious perspective on class effect concepts. They may be utilised fully in so far as they aid learning, but may be discarded at will if they cease to be useful.
  - From this perspective there is no underlying bureaucratic or belief dimension to the class effect concept.

Class Effect Strength I

More Sub-Classes the Better

- Class Effect strength increases with more shared sub-classes
  - e.g. thiazide is a diuretic and lowers blood pressure would share 3 sub-classes (chemical, mechanism, biomarker).
- Outcome Sub-Class alone makes no useful predictions
  - e.g. propranolol and aspirin reduce IHD morbidity (outcome sub-class effect) but do not share outcome benefit in CHF.
Class Effect Strength II
Exposure-Response Relationship

- Within classes, only those drugs that exhibit comparable efficacy (Emax) and comparable time course of action can reasonably be expected to share similar class effects.
  - A statin that produces a maximal fall in cholesterol of, say, 20%, should not be expected to share a similar outcome class effect with a statin that produces a fall of 50%, without direct proof to the outcome effect [fluvastatin vs simvastatin].
  - A benzodiazepine with a rapid onset of effect should not be expected to have a similar outcome as one with slower onset of action [oxazepam vs midazolam].


Class Effect Strength
Drug Development Challenges

- The drug development program for a drug should be able to identify the potency and maximum effect of a drug and the time course of response.
  - Cerivastatin was withdrawn soon after it appeared on the market because of several cases of rhabdomyolysis. Cerivastatin was more potent and produced lower cholesterol but with higher risk of muscle damage.
  - In cases where toxicity precludes estimation of Emax then presumptive evidence of similar efficacy would rely on showing that the highest tested dose of each drug in a biomarker class produces similar biomarker effects.
  - Absence of data on potency, Emax and time course of response is a sign of an inadequate drug development program.

Adverse Effects

- Amongst drugs that share a common exposure-response relationship only effects that are clearly related to the shared action of the drugs can be considered as potential class effects.
  - Most adverse events are non specific and sporadic in nature and are not mechanism or biomarker based (at least in the light of current knowledge)
    - The cough produced by ACE inhibitors, presumed to result from the build up of bradykinin in the bronchi, could be a class effect within the mechanism class of ACE inhibitors
    - Skin rash, which is not based upon the shared mechanism of action, could not, even though most ACE inhibitors have been associated with rash's of various kinds.
    - Note that some skin adverse reactions may be a genotype class effect
  - Thus most adverse events should not be considered class effects.
The “Mediator” Scandal

- The appetite suppressant fenfluramine was withdrawn from the market in the late 1990s because of heart valve damage and other serious adverse effects.
- Servier (which marketed fenfluramine) brought out a structurally similar appetite suppressant (benfluorex - trade name “Mediator”) which was used to help lower glucose in Type 2 diabetes.
- It is alleged that Servier promoted benfluorex to aid weight loss in patients without diabetes. Several thousand patients are said to have died from use of benfluorex.
- This class effect appears to have been ignored by both Servier and the French medicines safety agency who approved the use of benfluorex to treat diabetes.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benfluorex

The Usefulness Of Class Effects

- There exists a spectrum of possible statements concerning the comparability of drugs
  - “identical drugs produce identical effects” is plainly true, but of very limited use.
  - “completely different drugs produce identical effects” is plainly very useful, but is almost certain to be untrue.
- Predictions of class effects are useful in bridging these extremes when direct evidence is lacking or controversial.

A personal view of the evolution of statin use and marketing in New Zealand developed by Dr David Woolner.
Class Effect Examples 1

- Different NSAIDs block cyclooxygenase (COX) 1 and 2 to different degrees. They all block both to some degree.
- NSAIDs that block COX2 much more than COX1 are called COX2 inhibitors.
- There are data for 2 of the COX2 compounds showing they may cause CV side effects.
- Is this a class effect?
- What should a regulator do about labelling of NSAIDs?
- An end point study showed no difference in CV effects between a COX2 and diclofenac.
- Diclofenac is available OTC, and at least 2 COX2 have been withdrawn from market.

Is this a class effect?

- All cause mortality with SGLT2 inhibitors.
- “This is a class effect”
- (KOL statement)

Class Effect Examples 2

- Clopidogrel is a non competitive blocker (ie irreversible) of the platelet P2Y12 receptor which prevents ADP binding, and reduces platelet activation.
- Ticagrelor is a competitive blocker of the P2Y12 receptor which does not prevent ADP binding, but blocks G protein coupled receptor activation, and reduces platelet activation.
- Which subclasses do these agents share, and do you think drug exposure and time course are likely to be similar?
- Would you extend the 20% reduction in CV mortality found with ticagrelor to clopidogrel?
Class Effect Examples 2

- H2 receptor blockers competitively block receptors on parietal cells, and reduce gastric acid production
- Proton pump inhibitors non-competitively block the ion pump in parietal cells that secretes H+ ions into the stomach, and reduce gastric acid production
- Gastric acid is important for ulcer development
- Which subclasses are shared by these agents?
- If H2 blockers have some end point data showing healing of ulcers, do you think it reasonable to attribute this end point to proton pump inhibitors?

Class Effect Examples 3

- Biosimilars - "almost" Chemical Class effect
- "Biologics is an umbrella term for therapeutic agents at least partially derived from living organisms such as yeast, bacteria, plant, or animal cells. Typically, biologics are large, complex molecules and include vaccines, gene therapies, and cellular therapies, often made using recombinant DNA technology. Insulins, erythropoietin, and an increasing number of cancer drugs are in this class of therapies. In 2005, biologics accounted for 32% of the $9.5 billion Medicare Part B drug spending; by 2014, these products constituted 62% of the $18.5 billion total."

Class Effect Examples 3

- Biosimilars - Class effect with regulatory definition
- The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the European Medicines Agency (EMA) may approve biosimilar agents based on the "totality of the evidence" from preclinical (structural, functional, mechanism of action, and animal toxicity) and clinical (pharmacological, immunogenicity, and efficacy) end points